August 28, 2016
Dear Members of the PVHA Board of Directors,
I am following up on our letter sent to you on February 29th of this year, in which we asked for
clarification on the election process for next year and also included some suggestions. We recently
became aware that you have posted election rules as of May 24th on the PVHA website, although we
have not yet received a response to our letter.
Thank you for articulating the new process, and we share with you the objective that the next
Election for PVHA Directors proceeds as smoothly and efficiently as possible, and also the objective
to elicit enough interest to reach a quorum -- which hasn’t happened since 2009.
However, we still have questions which we hope you will address soon so the process goes
smoothly:
•

•
•
•

•
•

Are you planning on Including with the ballot a document with short bios (250 words or less)
on each candidate and a photo? The PV Golf Club uses this approach, and it is likely to
stimulate submission of more completed ballots. If this is the plan, then it would be helpful
to indicated the deadline for receiving that info from the candidates
When do you plan to send the first mailing?
How many mailings do you plan to send out?
Is the PVHA planning on developing an email notification list similar to the City’s list, so this
could be used to send notices and reminders about the election and encourage
participation?
Are you planning on publicizing in the local paper the importance of voter involvement and
achieving a quorum?
Are you planning on promoting the election through postings on NextDoor, thus
encouraging voter involvement to achieve a quorum?

Our group of concerned PVE residents sincerely hopes that this input will be helpful to you in
achieving a quorum at the next annual meeting. If you’d like to discuss any of these ideas, please let
us know.
Respectfully,
Steering Committee for ROBE:
Marlene Breene
Don Culler
Barbara Culver
Dick Fay
Ruth Gralow
Rick Higgins

Dave Kleinman
Renata Harbison
John Harbison
Ann Hinchliffe
Jennifer Laity
Kevin Lanigan

Cathy Melton
Mike Moody
Bill Patton
Mike Wratschko
Ried Schott
George Winston

